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Chapter 1 : Kindergarten Stories to Make Lessons Fun for Both Student and Teacher
The very short stories for kids are collected diligently and presented here for your reference. Our team of story-narrators
have spent a lot of time off-line to collect all these short stories, changed them suitable to our readers and presented
them here for your reference.

A mouse learns to deal with a noisy cow. Also a great way to learn sight words. A fox and a dog battle it over
who sits on a log. A bug bugs Bunny. Mike learns to ride a bike properly. An army of rats go head-to-head
with a mouse. Ben learns what it takes to keep his pets healthy. Play Now Sing King! A king saves his
kingdom with a song. Also great for practicing sight words. Stacy rides in a star. A fox is taught a lesson when
he tries to steal eggs. Shane the sheep learns to put on his shoes. Kate is chased by a snake. Pete comes up
with a new way of dealing with menacing bees. Joe shares his coat with his goat. Jude the flute player fans a
fan in a mule. A good cook is tormented by three mischievious monkeys. In that case, you can buy sets of our
course from the store. Click on a set to purchase all the courseware. Please note that the contents of the hard
copies are the same as the online materials, but without updates. If you would like both online access and
books, contact us for discounts. Each set comes with CDs and the playing card sets and board game.
Newsletter We will appreciate your feedback.
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Chapter 2 : Kindergarten Reading Activities, Phonics worksheets, Videos, Games, Listening
Kindergarten Stories These stories are almost identical to the Beginning Reader Stories and just follow the slightly
different Read Well kindergarten vocabulary list. The stories start at Level 1 with just the word I and the number 1.

The lion and the mouse - available on Kindle - kids picture story book with activities Source Picture story
book on Kindle Kindergarten stories are loved by kindergarten kids. Stories like the story of the lion and the
mouse and the story of the hare and the tortoise are much. Scroll down below to read both these stories with
pictures. Story-time is a favourite time for most children. Whether it is fairy tales, folk tales, kids fables or
your own tales, children love to be read aloud to or told stories to. Many kindergarten schools even have story
telling competitions for both jr kg and sr kg kids junior and senior year of kindergarten. Whether it is for pure
fun and enjoyment or whether it is to convey a value or a moral, story telling is a wonderful time and short
kindergarten stories have an important role to play. Story time with simple stories for kindergarten and other
kids is a great time to bond with your children and short kindergarten stories can be a very useful part of
kindergarten. Kids fables are timeless. The story of the hare and the tortoise is another popular story told to
kindergarten kids. Stories for kindergarten students often entertain as well as educate. There is a wide range of
picture story books for toddlers, preschool, nursery and kindergarten kids. The lion and the mouse video The
lion and the mouse: A kindergarten story Sheru lLon resting under a tree - the lion and the mouse story The
Lion and the Mouse - stories for kids about friendship It was a hot day in the forest. Sheru the lion ate a big
meal. He was very tired. He went to sleep under a shady tree. Neetu Mouse plays on the lion Neetu the mouse
was playing happily in the forest. He jumped about here and there. Sheru did not wake up. Neetu became a
little bold. He wanted to have some fun. Oh, this was great fun! Sheru got up with a loud roar. He was very
angry. He caught Neetu with his paws. The lion catches hold of the mouse Neetu was very scared. I was only
playing. Please let me go. I shall always be your friend. Maybe one day I can help you. How can you ever help
a big lion like me? I am also full. I will let him go. Sheru Lion is caught in the net A few days later, some
hunters came to the forest. They spread out nets to catch animals. Sheru was caught in a net. Sheru was very
angry. All the animals heard the lion. He needs my help. He bit the net with his sharp teeth and slowly made a
big hole in it. Sheru came out of the net through the hole. The lion and the mouse are friends! The hare and the
tortoise - video - kids story The hare and the tortoise: The hare could run very fast. It was proud of its speed.
One day, the hare saw a tortoise walking very slowly. You are so slow, such a slowcoach! The hare ran very
fast and very far. Then it turned back to see where the tortoise was. The tortoise was far behind the hare. It was
walking so slowly! Let me have a nap. The tortoise slowly but steadily went past the hare. The hare suddenly
woke up and saw the tortoise just crossing the finishing line. It started running very fast. But it was too late.
The tortoise had already won the race. Kindergarten stories - animated video Animated versions of
kindergarten stories are very popular these days. They can be fun for children to view. Animated kids fables
are quite popular. Such kids videos featuring popular kindergarten stories and indeed a host of stories, folk
tales, moral stories, fairy tales, Aesops fables, Panchatantra tales, Jataka tales, Arabian Nights, and many more
kids stories are widely available. This page has animated videos of the lion and the mouse as well as the hare
and the tortoise stories. There are also another two stories in video given below. Scroll down to view them.
The thirsty crow - another popular kindergarten story - video Another popular kids story with a moral - The
boy who cried wolf!
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Chapter 3 : Popular Kindergarten Books
Kindergarten Short Stories (Fiction) questions for your custom printable tests and worksheets. In a hurry? Browse our
pre-made printable worksheets library with a variety of activities and quizzes for all K levels.

Vocabulary and Language in These Beautiful Kindergarten Stories You can see examples of the pictures from
the different stories below, as well as the language that will be learned and reviewed from that story. Then the
frogs become cold and jump out again. Children love pretending to be the frogs and this story is easy to put on
as part of a show to parents at the end of a term. Some verbs are revised from previous stories such as jump,
eat and swim. The pictures are dark, shadowy and mysterious as the battle rages in all the different rooms. The
cowboy and indian are hidden in each picture so your preschool children can have fun finding them. Then
mother calls and the cowboys and indians turn out to be two friends, and the story ends with the two boys
having tea together in the light kitchen with chocolate cake. Oh yes I can! There are some really fun games in
the mini-lesson plans that you can play with those phrases, especially if you have some space. This story has a
sweet ending with cat and mouse on the sofa together. Each story builds on the previous ones so the young
children repeatedly hear the same words and remember them. New words and phrases are also introduced. The
present is a train and some track. Archie loves his train set and builds it right through the entire house The
mini-lesson plans have fun vocabulary games for giving and for train. Family members and rooms of the
house are revised, as one simply cannot do enough reviewing with young English language learners. New
vocabulary includes words from nature such as the sea, the beach, the desert, mountain and snow. Other
vocabulary is revised from previous stories including sand, field, green, garden, flowers and pond. See A4 size
picture. These can be replaced by simple numbers 1 to 5 if that is more appropriate for your pupils. The words
dark and light are revised and the question How many? The animals are all sleeping in the dark fields and
numbers are revised as your pupils count up all the different animals. In the final picture family members are
revised again when you meet the mouse family who are the only animals wide awake and mother mouse is
reading a story in the light of the moon. Thomas loves to play his video game and keeps doing crazy things
like falling in a hole, or a pond, or walking into a lamp post. Each time his mother has to bandage up a body
part. Then he feels much better. Eventually Thomas sees his friends running and he cannot join in as he has so
many bandages, so he throws his game away while his mother reads him a story. New body parts are
introduced and the body parts from the previous story are revised as the the animals all want a bandage too.
Mother comes in so they hide and the children can spot them hidden in the picture. The pre-story and
post-story ideas contain ideas that children love with games from the ebook that you have. Cat and Mouse
from story 13 wish they could be a pirate and a princess. A fairy appears and gives them different items of
clothing so at the end they are dressed up as a princess and a pirate. The stories on their own are really lovely,
and they all have adorable characters or a cute twist at the end that appeals to preschoolers, and adults too for
that matter! Many teachers have told me they find my resources excellent value and this next series of stories
11 to 20 is equally good value for money, especially given that this series contains even more pictures. There
are over one hundred full colour story illustrations, plus 66 colour flashcards. I prefer teachers to find my
resources affordable and worthwhile, particularly as many of you live in countries where wages are lower than
in Western Europe. Therefore I am offering you stories 11 to 20, plus all the extras, today for under 3 euros
per story 29 euros. Considering each story will keep your young pupils busy for many happy hours of fun
learning, this is unequivocably great value. All 3 currencies are proposed on the secure order page. You may
order these stories and lesson plans here: Link Example of vocabulary flashcard. See Full Size To download
your illustrated stories, flashcards, sketches, lesson plans and bingo sets today please click the express check
out button just below.
Chapter 4 : Interactive Stories | racedaydvl.com
These small English stories are not only entertaining, they teach children about several things in life. By reading a short
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story from this page every day, you can help your kid build values, as well as improve his reading comprehension skills.

Chapter 5 : Free Preschool & Kindergarten Reading Comprehension Worksheets | K5 Learning
Short stories for kids can play an important role in building good values in children. Also short stories for kids in English
like this lion and the mouse story in English can help children.

Chapter 6 : Free Stories for Kindergarten Readers Level 1 to 5
Short stories for kids - pictures This is a picture from a short story for kids in English with a moral. stories by Booboo's
preschool & kindergarten. Moral.

Chapter 7 : Short ESL Stories for Preschool and Kindergarten | Teaching English Games
Free reading comprehension worksheets for preschool & kindergarten Print out these free reading worksheets which
have simple sentences and passages for your early readers. The worksheets include exercises on reading sentences
and passages, answering riddles, sequencing events and answering questions about short stories.

Chapter 8 : Many Short Stories are here for your enrichment.
As kindergartners learn to read, these reading comprehension worksheets will guide them to a higher level of
understanding. Through silly poems, familiar nursery rhymes, and accessible texts, budding readers will discover how
story elements, sequencing, retelling stories, and other reading.

Chapter 9 : Illustrated Phonics Stories, Learn to Read with Phonics Stories
This is one of the best short stories for Kids video collection presented with attractive animation, each moral stories
comes with value building themes that children can enjoy.
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